Bearded Dragon Equipment Checklist
Equipment checklist

4ftx2ftx2ft Wooden Vivarium (Minimum required for a Bearded
Dragon)
UV Lighting and Controller
Arcadia D3+ Reptile Lamp T8 12% UVB is what I’d recommend along with the appropriate
controller. If you’re using the T8 this should cover the full length of your vivarium.
Best place to order from is swell reptile.

Basking Light fitting
This is a reasonably priced one.
http://www.reptiles.swelluk.com/reptile-supplies/reptile-lighting-415/reptile-light-fittings487/swell-ceramic-lamp-holder-325205.html

Clear R80 Reflector Bulb
I use a 100w as that’s what is required to obtain the correct temperature in my vivarium. You
can pick these up from your local poundland and B&M or there’s a seller on eBay who sells 10
for £10.
http://m.ebay.co.uk/itm/201275082419?_mwBanner=1

Two digital probe thermometers and a digital hydrometer
You will need one thermometer for the basking spot at the hot end and I use a hydrometer and
thermometer combined in the cold end.
You can pick this up from Amazon for less than £5.

Dimming Thermostat
This is the most reasonably priced thermostat on the market at the minute.
http://www.reptiles.swelluk.com/reptile-supplies/reptile-heating-equipment414/thermostats-555/habistat-high-range-dimmer-thermostat-308701.html

Ceramic Heat Emitters with ceramic light fitting
This is only required should your house/vivarium drop below 15c at night time.

Substrate
I personally use lino and tiles as they’re easier to clean and maintain. All of the following are
great for substrate lino, tiles, slate, reptile carpet, fake grass and child play sand.
You can get FREE samples of lino, tiles, slates and artificial grass online if you just search free
samples.

Hides and Basking
You will need to provide a basking area in the hot end for your bearded dragon to bask in
comfort and an area in your cold end for you bearded dragon to move to should they want to.
You can use slate, rocks, bamboo roots the list is endless really however ensure anything you
put in your Vivarium is reptile friendly.
These are great http://www.reptiles.swelluk.com/reptile-supplies/reptile-tank-decoration411/natural-decor-559/happy-pet-play-stix-415135.html

Food dish
Calcium and Vitamin supplements
Dust your bearded dragon’s veggies or live food with the supplements.
5 days with calcium supplement 2 days with Vitamin supplement

Reptile safe disinfectant
F10, ProRep ProTect Ultimate.

The following item isn’t a must but can prove very useful to ensure your digital thermometers are working
correctly.
http://www.ebay.co.uk/sch/i.html?_from=R40&_trksid=p2051541.m570.l1313.TR1.TRC0.A0.H0.Xinferred+
temp+gun&_nkw=inferred+temp+gun&_sacat=0

